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 The UMI Technologies Support Portal contains information and instructions to support your product. - Auto-Update: Once installed, this plugin will automatically check your computer for the latest version of the plug-in. - Memory Optimizer: Maximum sampling rate is independent of memory, allowing for a great range of sample rates at a minimum of memory. - Noise Suppressor: Virtual analog
circuitry (VAC) is used to reduce and eliminate low-level noise and distortion. - DRAM: The DRAM chip allows a maximum of 16-bit resolution at CD quality (96 kHz). - Frame-Advance: A new "double speed" algorithm increases frame-advance speed for even more finesse. - Silky Analog: This gives you nearly 2,000 "smooth points" - Bandwidth Extension: Allows higher sample rate with lower

memory usage. - Supports up to 16-bit Resolution: The plugin is fully sampled at 24, 32, or 48 kHz. - Accurate Clock Correction: The plug-in will keep time accurate even when using an inaccurate clock source (by monitoring system time and using it to sample CD-quality signals) - Sample Clock: Sampling is done at up to 48 kHz. - Encoder: Auto-SMPTE - 3 Synth - 2 Compressor - 1 Noise - 1 RMS
Meter - 2 Multicloud Decks - 5 effect Presets - 2 Channels/X-Y - MIDI: Pitch wheel used in Polyphonic mode, panning, sequence control, arpeggiator. - Extensive Scripting: control songs, cues, effects, timing, crossfading, and anything else in any situation. - Native Support for VST, AU and RTAS plug-ins - 3.6.6 (VST3/AU/RTAS v3.6.6): - Kernel: Expanded samplerate support and frame advance
as previously released - VAC: Fixed Bugs: - Fixed Samplerate and frame advance issues (previously the sample rate and frame-advance speed were dependent on memory) - Fixed some other issues, bugs, and problems - I would like to thank the huge number of people who helped test and report bugs - Thanks to everyone who reported bugs and submitted crash reports I've been able to locate the bugs

and fix them. - Thanks to everyone who submitted crash reports that were helpful. - Crash reports and new bug submissions that didn't appear to be bugs are appreciated. - Thanks to everyone who reported bugs! If you 520fdb1ae7
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